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Semester Project Briefing 
and Q&A Opportunity

GEOG 4230/5230

Project Overview

• This semester we are working with the Invesco research team to 
complete a real estate investment analysis
• Focus of the analysis: Amazon’s HQ2 project

• Your client: Invesco

• The session today is meant to talk through the basics of the project, 
and give you an opportunity to ask questions of Invesco and myself

We talked last week about Amazon’s competition to find a new HQ2 
(adding to their existing “HQ1” in Seattle)

The Amazon RFP document distributed last week summarized 
Amazon’s location preferences

Original HQ (not a 
finalist in the 
current project)

This national map 
reduces down to this list 
from your project 
description document

Your task is to take it from here to complete two separate but related 
project phases that each answer a follow-up question that take us 
closer to some ultimate answers of interest to Invesco
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Project Phase 1: From the top 20 national list, which are the very best
metropolitan area candidates for Amazon?

• Start with the top 20 candidates list
• Take the information you have from Amazon, and create a rigorous 

process to identify a top 10 ranking
• Key features: clear, comprehensive, evidence-based
• This is not just about “produce a top 10 list”
• Fully encapsulate the logic, data, and methodologies you use

Project Phase 2: What is the detailed case for Amazon to select one of 
these finalists?

• Select one metropolitan area you want to further analyze
• No duplicates allowed in the class, however, so you might not end 

up with your selection
• Complete a full analysis of the region and suitable district(s) within 

the region for Amazon
• What does your region offer to Amazon: base all findings on hard 

evidence and rigorous analysis

As you have seen this project presented so far, this looks like a project 
about Amazon

To a point, this Amazon focus is correct

But there is an important Invesco connection to this project, and to 
introduce Invesco and define Invesco’s interests, I would like to turn the 
presentation over to Invesco’s Dr. Nicholas Buss and Mr. Michael 
Sobolik


